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MANAGING CONFIRMED OR SUSPECTED COVID-19 CASES 

THIS FLOWCHART IS DESIGNED TO HELP CLUBS/TEAMS MANAGE CONFIRMED OR SUSPECTED COVID-19

CASES.

PLAYER DEVELOPS 
COVID-19 SYMPTOMS

DEFINITION OF CONTACT: BEING WITHIN 2M OR LESS OF A SYMPTOMATIC OR COVID-19 POSITIVE PERSON

CONTINUOUSLY (EG. CAR-SHARING, WAITING TOGETHER AT A VENUE,  SPECTATORS). 

PLAYER RECEIVES
POSITIVE TEST RESULT

MEMBER OF PLAYER’S
HOUSEHOLD/SUPPORT BUBBLE

TESTS POSITIVE/HAS SYMPTOMS

Player to contact club COVID O�cer 

to inform them when the symptoms 

started.

Player to book test* and start 

self-isolation (only if they receive a 

negative test can they stop 

self-isolation).

Player to contact club COVID O�cer 

to inform them of the date of test. 

Player to self-isolate and follow 

advice from Test & Trace - player will 

be asked to share information with 

T&T about those they have been in 

close contact with and where they 

have been recently.
Click HERE for more guidance. 

Player to self-isolate until member of 

household/support bubble gets a 

test result.
Click HERE for more guidance.

Ensure that symptomatic player does

NOT attend any lacrosse activity.

Inform other players of suspected

case and ask them to monitor their

own health for symptoms.

Follow up with symptomatic player 

after they receive a test result. If 

negative, the player can return to 

normal activity.

T&T may contact COVID O�cer to

ask for details of others who

attended any sessions that may have

resulted in contact with the infected

person.

Contact COVID O�cer from any

opposing teams you have played 

against in the last week to let them

know.

NEGATIVE TEST RESULT**

Player can stop self-isolating if the

test comes back negative as long as

they DO NOT have any symptoms and

neither does anyone in their 

household/support bubble.

POSITIVE TEST RESULT/NO TEST RESULT

Self-isolate in accordance with

Government guidelines. Inform club

COVID O�cer that player is self-isolating

due to a positive case in their household/

support bubble and ensure they DO NOT

return to training until self-isolation

period is complete and they are symptom

free. 

T&T will advise people who have

come into contact with the positive

tested individual to self-isolate. If

players are not contacted by T&T, 

they DO NOT need to self-isolate and 

can continue normal activities.

Has the individual been contacted by

T&T? 

YES NO

Self-isolate in accordance with 

Government guidelines.
Click HERE for more guidance. Player 

does not need to book a test unless 

they develop symptoms or are 

instructed to do so by T&T.
Player can return to lacrosse activity 

once they have completed their 

self-isolation as long as they remain 

symptom free.

COVID O�cer to notify members that

there has been a positive test/player

with symptoms at a session they have

attended.

Remind them of general guidance

like hand-washing etc.

If they develop any of the COVID-19

symptoms, advise that they arrange a

test* and inform the COVID O�cer.

COVID Officer to notify England 

Lacrosse about the confirmed case 

via covid@englandlacrosse.co.uk.

COVID O�cer to contact any facility

operators they have used in the past

week and advise of positive test

result.

Player to ensure they are symptom

free and well enough before returning

to any lacrosse activity. COVID O�cer

to check in with all returning players.

*ONLY get a test if you have at least one of the following symptoms: high temperature, a new, continuous cough, a loss or

change to taste or smell.

**Guidance for schools may vary so please follow the guidance sent out by the school.

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-and-tracing/get-a-test-to-check-if-you-have-coronavirus/

NB: COVID O�cers should maintain discretion when sharing details of individuals and not specify names of those infected 

or suspected.

ALWAYS FOLLOW THE LATEST GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDELINES.

PLAYERS/COACHES/
OFFICIALS ACTIONS

COVID OFFICER ACTIONS
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https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-and-tracing/nhs-test-and-trace-if-youre-contacted-after-testing-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-and-tracing/get-a-test-to-check-if-you-have-coronavirus/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/how-long-to-self-isolate/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-and-what-to-do/
covid@englandlacrosse.co.uk



